In this paper, we give improved results on the existence of positive solutions for the following one-dimensional p-Laplacian equation with nonlinear boundary conditions:
Introduction
In this paper, we investigate the existence of positive solutions for the following onedimensional singular p-Laplacian equation with nonlinear boundary conditions: Third-order p-Laplacian equations with nonlinear boundary conditions play an important role in both theory and application. They have been paid much more attention to over the years, see [-] and the references therein. They are often used to model various phenomena in physics, biology, chemistry, and infections diseases in the positive energy problem. However, in various situations, including the cases just mentioned above, only positive solutions are meaningful; one refers the reader to see [-] for some references along this line. That is why people are particularly interested in studying positive solutions. The existence of positive solutions for p-Laplacian equation boundary value problems has been studied by many authors applying various nice methods such as topological degree, the Leray-Schauder continuation theorem, coincidence degree theory and so on (see [ They presented the existence results with assumptions of nonlinear growth imposed on the nonlinear term f . Motivated by the results mentioned above, in this paper we study the existence of positive solutions for problem (.). We should also assert here that our results are new and generalize the results in [-, -].
(φ p (y )) + b(t)g(t, y(t)) = ,  < t < ,
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section , we state some preliminaries and several lemmas in this work. In Section , we give the main results as well as some of their proofs. The existence of multiple positive solutions is obtained in Section . The existence of infinite positive solutions is presented in Section .
Preliminaries
Definition . Let X be a real Banach space. A nonempty closed convex set P ⊂ X is called a cone provided that (i) y ∈ P, λ ≥  implies λy ∈ P; (i) y ∈ P, -y ∈ P implies y = .
Definition . Let X be a real Banach space and P be a cone in X. A mapping α is called the nonnegative continuous concave functional on P if α : P − → [, +∞) is continuous and Let X = C[, ] be a Banach space with the norm y = sup ≤t≤ |y(t)|, and let K = {y ∈ X : y(t) ≥ ,  ≤ t ≤ }. Then K is a positive cone in X. Throughout the paper, the partial ordering is always given by K . For the concepts and properties of Krein-Kutmann theorems and fixed point index theory, one refers the reader to see [] and [] . For ν ∈ (,   ), let
Obviously, P ⊂ K ⊂ X. Denote P r = {y ∈ P : y < r}, ∂P r = {y ∈ P : y = r}, P r,R = {y ∈ P : r ≤ y ≤ R} for any  < r < R < +∞.
Throughout this paper, we suppose that the following conditions hold:
may be singular at t =  and/or t = , b(t) ≡  and
, g(t, y) may be singular at y =  and for any  < r < R < +∞ such that
where
Remark . It follows from (A  ) that
Remark . It is easy to see φ q (s) = |s| q- s. In fact, from
Lemma . Suppose that condition (A  ) holds. Then there exists a constant
ν ∈ (,   ) sat- isfying  < -ν ν b(s) ds < +∞. Define a function f (t) on [ν,  -ν] given by f (t) = min t ν σ * s φ q r  b(x) dx dr ds, -ν t s σ * φ q r  b(x) dx dr ds , σ * ∈ (, ).
Obviously, f (t) is a continuous and positive function on [ν,  -ν] and has its minimum and maximum on
Lemma . ([]) Let X be a real Banach space and P be a cone in X, with (P) being a bounded open set in P, θ ∈ (P). Suppose that T : (P) → P is a completely continuous operator. If there exists u  ∈ P \ {θ } such that u -Tu = μu  , ∀u ∈ ∂ (P), μ ≥ . Then the fixed point index i(T, (P), P) = .
Lemma . ([])
Let X be a Banach space and P be a cone in X with (P) being a bounded open set in P , θ ∈ (P). Assume that T : (P) → P is a completely continuous operator. If Tu = ηu, ∀u ∈ ∂ (P), η ≥ , then the fixed point index i(T, (P), P) = .
Lemma . ([])
Let X be a real Banach space and P be a positive cone in X. Let (P) be a bounded open set in P with θ ∈ (P). Suppose that T : (P) → P is completely continuous and satisfies the following conditions:
Lemma . Let a ∈ L(, ) be positive. Then the following boundary value problem
has a unique positive solution which is given explicitly by
Proof It follows from y (t) =
Integrating (.) from  to t, we get
By making use of y () = , we obtain
Since y (σ * ) = , we know that
Integrating (.) from  to t, we obtain
In view of (.) and (.) together with boundary conditions (.), we have
Again, integrating (.) from σ * to t, we see
From y (σ * ) = , we have
Integrating (.) from t to , we get
Thus
Using (.) and (.) together with boundary conditions (.), we obtain
From (.) and (.) we see that the results of Lemma . hold. So the proof is complete.
For y ∈ P, we now define the integral operator T : P \ {θ } → P by
Lemma . Suppose that conditions (A  ) and (A  ) hold. Then T : P r,R → P is completely continuous, and the nonzero fixed point y ∈ P r,R of T is a positive solution of problem (.).
Proof Firstly, we will show that T : P r,R → P. By a simple computation, for any y ∈ P r,R , we have
that is, (Ty)(t) is a nonnegative concave function. We suppose that τ = inf{ζ ∈ [, ] : sup ≤t≤ y(t) = y(ζ )}. Now we shall make the following discussions.
follows from the concavity of y(t) that each point on chord between (τ , y(τ )) and (, y()) is below the graph of y(t). Thus, for any
Using the above discussions, one can get
Next, for any  < r < R < +∞, we will show
which implies that T : P \ {} → P is well defined. From (A  ) and Remark ., for any  < r < R < +∞, there exists a natural number k such that
is the eigenvalue function of the set
Consequently, from (.), we have
It follows from (A  ) and (A  ) with (.)-(.) that
Thus (.) holds. It also implies that T : P r,R → P is well defined and T(Q) is uniformly bounded for any bounded set Q ⊂ P r,R . Now, we prove that for any  < r < R < +∞, T(P r,R ) is equicontinuous. In fact, from (A  ), for any ε > , there exists a natural number k  such that
This implies that T(P r,R ) is equicontinuous. Thus, by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, we know that T : P r,R → P is compact. Finally we show that T : P r,R → P is continuous. Suppose that y n , y  ∈ P r,R and y ny  →  (n → ∞). Then r ≤ y n ≤ R and r ≤ y  ≤ R. For any ε > , by making use of (A  ), there exists a natural number n  >  such that
On the other hand, from (.), we have
Since g(t, y) is uniformly continuous on [
. Then the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem yields that
Thus, for the above ε > , there exists a natural number N , for any n > N , we have
It follows from (.) and (.) that for any n > N , we see
b(r) g r, y n (r) -g r, y  (r) dr ds
This implies that T : P r,R → P is continuous. Thus T : P r,R → P is completely continuous. Obviously, if T has a nonzero fixed point y = , then y ∈ C[, ] ∩ C  (, ) and satisfies problem (.). On the other hand, by the maximum principle, we see that y(t) > , t ∈ (, ). Hence y is a positive solution of problem (.). This completes the proof.
The existence of at least one positive solution
For convenience, we let ω * and ω * be positive constants satisfying ω * >  m and
Thus, for any positive constants l, L,r, R satisfying ω * < l < +∞,  < L < ω * and  <r < R < +∞, we have the following theorems.
Theorem . Suppose that conditions (A  ) and (A  ) hold. In addition, assume that
Then boundary value problem (.) has at least one positive solutionŷ satisfyingr ≤ŷ ≤ R.
Proof From the first part of (. If not, there exist y  ∈ ∂Pr and μ  ≥  such that
Then, for t ∈ (, σ * ), we have
On the other hand, for t ∈ [σ * , ], by the same argument, we have
From the above discussions, we see y  > μ * , which implies μ * > μ * , a contradiction with the definition of μ * . Thus, we know that (.) holds. It follows from Lemma . that
Without loss of generality, we may assume that T has no fixed point on ∂Pr and ∂P R . Now we prove that
In fact, if not, there exist y  ∈ ∂P R and η  ≥  such that Ty  = η  y  . Let y *  (t) = min{y  (t), R}, thus y *  ∈ ∂P R . Thus, for t ∈ (, σ * ), we have
The above discussions imply that y *  < y *  , a contradiction with the definition of y *  . Therefore (.) holds. It follows from Lemma . that
(.)
From (.) and (.) together with the properties of fixed point index, we have i(T, Pˆr , R , P) = i(T, P R , P) -i(T, Pr, P) =  - = .
Thus T has at least one positive fixed pointŷ in Pˆr , R , which means that problem (.) has at least one positive solutionŷ satisfyingr ≤ŷ ≤ R. This completes the proof.
Theorem . Suppose that conditions (A  ) and (A  ) hold. In addition, assume that the following conditions hold:
Then problem (.) has at least one positive solution.
Proof From (H  ), for any  < ε < (
there exists a sufficiently small positive constant r  such that  < y ≤ r  , for any t ∈ [, ], we have
Since y (σ * ) = , we find that
b(r)g r, y(r) dr ds
+ σ *  σ * s φ q r  b(x)g x, y(x) dx dr ds = φ q β  λ  φ p  σ * φ q s 
Thus, from (.) and (.), we obtain
r, y(r) dr ds
Indeed, in view of Lemma ., we deduce
there exists a sufficiently large positive
constant R * such that for any y ≥ R * , we have
In the following we prove that
Otherwise, there exist y  ∈ ∂P R  and μ  >  such that
Consequently, from (.), for any t ∈ [ν,  -ν] and  < t < σ * , we have
On the other hand, by the same argument, for t ∈ [σ * , ] and t ∈ [ν,  -ν], from (.) and (.), we have
From (.) and (.), we easily obtain ξ > ξ , a contradiction with the definition of ξ . From the above discussion we see that (.) holds. It follows from Lemma . that
From (.) and (.) together with the properties of fixed point index, we have
Thus T has at least one positive fixed point y * in P r  ,R  , which means that problem (.) has at least one positive solution y * satisfying r  ≤ y * ≤ R  . This completes the proof.
Theorem . Suppose that conditions (A  ) and (A  ) hold. In addition, assume that the following conditions hold:
Proof From (H  ), for any  < ε < g  -(
there exists a sufficiently large positive constant r  such that for any t ∈ [, ] and  < y ≤ r  , we have
Thus, for any y ∈ ∂P r  , we get
Let ϕ ≡ . Now we prove that y = Ty + μϕ for any y ∈ ∂P r  and μ ≥ . (.)
Otherwise, there exist y  ∈ ∂P r  and μ  >  such that
On the other hand, by the same argument, for t ∈ [σ * , ] and t ∈ [ν,  -ν], from (.), we
From (.) and (.), we easily obtain ζ > ζ , a contradiction with the definition of ζ . From the above discussion we see that (.) holds. It follows from Lemma . that
Next from (H  ), for any  < ε  < (
Thus, for any y ∈ ∂P R  , from (.) and (.), we have
b(r)g r, y(r) dr
Therefore Ty < y for any y ∈ ∂P R  . It follows from Lemma . that
From (.) and (.) together with the properties of fixed point index, we have
Thus T has at least one positive fixed point y * * in P r  ,R  with r  ≤ y * * ≤ R  . Therefore 
where 
Then, for any y ∈ ∂Pr *  , we have 
Therefore, for any y ∈ ∂Pr *  , we obtain
Thus Ty < y for any y ∈ ∂Pr * 
The existence of infinite positive solutions
Now we shall discuss the existence of infinitely many positive solutions. For convenience, we make the following assumptions: 
Theorem . Suppose that conditions (A  ) and (
A  ) hold. Let {ν k } ∞ k= be such that ν k ∈ (t k+ , t k ) (k = , , . . .). Let {r k } ∞ k= and {R k } ∞ k= be such that ν k r k < r k < R k , k = , , . . .
. For each natural number k, we assume that g satisfies
Then boundary value problem (.) has infinitely many positive solutions {y k } ∞ k= such that y k is between r k and R k , k = , , . . . .
Proof From (A  ), we know that t  < t k+ < ν k < t k <   , k = , , . . . , then for any k ∈ N , y ∈ P, we have
We easily know that {P r k } ∞ k= and {P R k } ∞ k= are subsets of P. For a fixed k and for any y ∈ P r k , from (.) we have
We prove that y = Ty + μψ for y ∈ ∂P r k and μ ≥ .
(.)
If not, there existỹ  ∈ ∂P r k and μ  ≥  such thatỹ
Then, for t ∈ (, σ * ), we havẽ
On the other hand, for t ∈ [σ * , ], by the same argument, we havẽ 
On the other hand, for t ∈ [σ * , ], by the same argument, we havẽ Thus T has at least one positive fixed point y k in P r k ,R k , which means that problem (.) has at least one positive solution y k satisfying r k ≤ y k ≤ R k . From the randomness of k we see that Theorem . holds. This completes the proof. 
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